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A class of exact solutions to the Born-Infeld field equations, over manifolds of
any even dimension, is constructed. They are an extension of the self-dual con-
figurations. They are local minima of the action for riemannian base manifolds
and local minima of the Hamiltonian for pseudo-riemannian ones. A general ex-





The Born-Infeld action [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] has been proposed as the eective theory of open
strings with Dirichlet boundary conditions [6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. The D-brane action arising





− det [G + B + bF ] (1)
where G, B and  are the pullbacks of the 10 dimensional metric, antisymmetric tensor
and dilaton to the D-brane world-volume while F is the curvature of the world volume
U(1) gauge eld A. In the full supersymmetric string theory this action must be
extended to a supersymmetric Born-Infeld (B-I) action. If a number of assumptions
are made the action (1) becomes the U(1) Maxwell theory in p + 1 dimensions which
arises from dimensional reduction of the U(1) Maxwell theory in 10 dimensions with
N = 1 supersymmetry.
In order to study the highly nonlinear behavior of the theory (1) with respect to
F, we will consider
 = 0
B = 0 (2)
and G to be an external metric.
We rst obtain a general explicit expression of the Born-Infeld action valid for any
dimension of the space-time.
We will then introduce a class of exact solutions to the eld equations of the B-I
action. This class of congurations may be considered an extension of the self-dual ones.
We consider the B-I action over a compact, riemannian manifold M of even dimension
2
D = 2n. We take all the products, with m factors
Pm = F ^ : : : ^ F; (3)
where F is the curvature of a connection 1-form on a U(1) principle bundle constructed
over M . We then dene the extended self-dual congurations as the connections 1-
forms for which the set fPm ; m = 0; 1; : : : ; ng is mapped into itself by the Hodge dual
operation. That is, they satisfy
Pm  Pn−m; (4)
for m = 0; : : : ; n. Of course, the conditions in (4) are not all independent.
It is straightforward to see that the extended self-dual congurations are solutions
of Maxwell equations
dF = 0: (5)
In fact,
F = P 1 = kPn−1 (6)
and
dPn−1 = 0: (7)
We will show in this work that the extended self dual congurations are also exact
solutions of the Born-Infeld eld equations, moreover we will show they are strict min-
ima of the action. When the base manifold is pseudo-riemannian of the form M  R,
M being compact riemannian, we will show that the extended self-dual congurations
over M are the minima of the corresponding Hamiltonian. As in the case of instanton
solutions to the self-dual equations, given a manifold with a metric over it the solutions
may or may not exist. We give in section 3 examples where the extended self-dual
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congurations do exist. The canonical connection 1-forms, introduced by Trautmant
in [11], over the Hopf bring
S2n+1 −! CPn
are in particular examples of extended self-dual congurations. It was also proven there
that these connections are solutions to the Maxwell equations.
2 General formula for the determinant
In this section we obtain the general formula for the determinant of gab + Fab which we
will extensively use in this work.
We may reexpress g + F , using the properties
gT = g;
F T = −F; (8)
in the following way
g + F = MT DM + F; (9)
where D is a diagonal matrix, while M is an orthogonal one.
We then have





where MFMT is again an antisymmetric matrix. We denote the elements of D as aab
and
G  MFMT :
For a general N N matrix, we have




(2m)! (N − 2m)!
a1amc1cme2m+1eN b1bmd1dme2m+1eN
4
e2m+1   NGa1b1   GambmGc1d1   Gcmdm (11)
For a given element E^ of the set E f ( e2m+1; : : : ; eN) : each index may take values
from 1 to N g, the terms in (11)
1
(2m)!
a1amc1cmEˆb1bmd1dmEˆGa1b1   GambmGc1d1   Gcmdm (12)
represent the determinant of a 2m 2m antisymmetric matrix. The determinant of an
antisymmetric N N matrix is zero if N is odd and for N = 2m one has the following




Ga1b1   Gambma1amb1bmEˆ
2
: (13)
We then have for (11) the expression




(N − 2m)!22m (m!)2
(
Ga1b1   Gambma1b1ambme2m+1eN
2
e2m+1   eN : (14)
We may now (14) in terms of the original g and F matrices, using that det M = 1,
we obtain




(N − 2m)!22m (m!)2
(
Fa1b1   Fambma1b1ambme2m+1eN

 (Fc1d1   Fcmdmc1d1cmdml2m+1lN  ge2m+1l2m+1    geN lN : (15)
We now introduce
F  Fabdxa ^ dxb
Pm  F ^ : : : ^ F| {z }
m
= Fa1b1   Fambmdxa1 ^ dxb1 ^ : : : ^ dxbm
Pm =
p
jgja1b1ambme2m+1eN F a1b1   F ambmdxe2m+1 ^    ^ dxN ; (16)
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where g  det gab.
We then have, the nal expression




(N − 2m)!22m (m!)2
 (Pm ^ Pm) (17)
where n = [N ]
2
.
3 A class of solutions for Born-Infeld field equations
The Born-Infeld theory formulated over a Riemannian manifold M may be described





det (gab + bFab)−pg

dDx (18)
where gab is an external euclidean metric over the compact closed manifold M . Fab are
the components of the curvature of connection 1-form A over a U(1) principle bundle
on M .
We may express the det (gab + bFab), using the general formula obtained in (17), as




2m [Pm ^ Pm]
 gW: (19)










2mdA ^ Pm−1 ^ Pm (20)













We introduce now a set A of U(1) connection 1-forms over M . They are dened by
the following conditions,
Pm (A) = kmPn−m (A) ; m = 0; : : : ; n; (22)
where n = D
2
, that is we assume the dimension D of M to be an even natural number.
(22) may be interpreted as an extension of the self duality condition. It is the condition
that the Hodge dual transformation maps the set fPm ; m = 0; : : : ; ng into itself.
We observe that these connections, if they exits in a U(1) principle bundle over M ,
are solutions of the eld equations (21).
In fact, (22) implies
 [Pm ^ Pm] = km [Pm ^ Pn−m] = kmP n (23)
but from (22), for m = n, we obtain
P n = kn (24)
which is constant. We thus have, for these connections,











2d (Pn−m) = 0; (26)
showing that (22), if they exits, dene a set of solutions to the Born-Infeld eld equa-
tions.
Let us analyze a particular case of (22). Let us consider n = D
2
= 1. We then have
P1 = F = k1: (27)
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This solution represents a monopole connection over the D = 2 manifold M . When
M is the sphere S2, (27) denes the U(1) connection describing the Dirac monopole on
the Hopf bring S3 ! S2. The constant k1 is determined from the conditionZ
M
F = 2  integer (28)
which is a necessary condition to be satised for a U(1) connection, F being its curva-
ture.
This solution was extended to U(1) connections over Riemann surfaces of any genus
in [12, 13, 14] where it was shown that they describe the minima of the hamiltonian of
the double compactied D = 11 supermembrane dual.
In general, if we consider M to be CPn and the U(1) Hopf bring
S2n+1 ! CPn; (29)
there is a canonical way to obtain gab and the connection 1-form A satisfying (22) from
the metric over S2n+1 [11]. If we consider local complex coordinates over S2n+1, z
( = 0; 1; : : : ; n), satisfying
zz = 1; (30)
its line element
dzdz
may be decomposed into the line element of the base manifold CPn and the canonical
1-form connection !, in the following way
dzdz = ds
2 − !2: (31)
In the coordinate system introduced in [11] ! has the expression







; a = 1; : : : ; n
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while the ka¨hlerian metric is given by
ds2 = habdadb
and the curvature













u is the coordinate in the ber over CPn and a the local coordinates over CPn.
It can be show that the Ka¨hler 2-form (32) with the ka¨hlerian metric satises the
extended self-dual conditions (22) [15].
4 Minima of the Born-Infeld action
We show in this section some properties of the set A of connection 1-forms we have
introduced in the previous section. On a given U(1) principle bundle over M there is at







amPm ^ Pm: (33)
We then have for A^ 2 A and any A on the same U(1) principle bundle



































































is a U(1) connection on a trivial bundle.














Consequently, A^2 − A^1 is a flat connection on a trivial bundle.
We will denote fAg the equivalence class of connections on a given U(1) principle
bundle dened by elements which dier on a flat connection on a trivial bundle.
The functional (18) may be dened over the equivalence classes fAg, assuming we
are only considering U(1) connections on the same principle bundle over M .
If there is A^ 2 A on a given U(1) principle bundle over M , fAg is a strict local
minimum of the Born-Infeld action (18).



























































 (Pl ^ Pl)
#
: (40)
The second integral term in the right hand member of (40) is the discriminant of
the roots of the second order equation in Z
M
(Pm + Pm) ^  (Pm + Pm) = 0: (41)

























if and only if
F (A) = 0;
showing that fAg is a strict local minimum of (18).
5 Minima of the Hamiltonian of Born-Infeld actions
In this section we will show that the previous construction of the minima of the Born-
Infeld (B-I) actions over even D dimensional riemannian space may be performed for the
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Hamiltonian of a B-I actions in D+1 pseudo-riemannian space-time. We will thus show
that the generalized self-dual congurations are the minima of the Hamiltonian. We
discuss this problem for a B-I action over M2R and M4R space-times where M2 and
M4 are 2 and 4 dimensional compact riemannian spaces respectively. The Hamiltonian
analysis of the Born-Infeld theory has been considered in several references [16, 17, 18].
We will consider the metrics in the ADM parametrization where
g00 = −N2 + γabNaN b
gab = γab
g0a = ga0 = γabN
b: (43)
It is well know that in all p-brane formulations in the light cone gauge one obtains
N = 1
Na = 0:
We will then work on that assumption which is in fact valid if we think that the B-I
action will be used as a model for D-brane theories.






p−g −q− det (g + bF) d3x (44)










where the greek indices denote  = (0; a).
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(45) may be solved for the time derivatives, it yields









































subject to the rst class constraint
  @aa = 0: (48)
We will now analyze the minima of (47), (48). They are static solutions to the
canonical eld equations.
Variations of (47) subject to (48) with respect to a yield the right hand side member
of (46), A0 being the Lagrange multiplier associated to (48). A solution to the stationary
point condition is then
A0 = constant (49)
a = 0: (50)




















75 = 0: (51)
If we now impose (50) into (51) we obtain the Lagrangean eld equations for the
euclidean B-I action over M2 discussed in section 2. We then conclude that the general-
ized self-dual congurations are stationary points of the hamiltonian of the B-I action.
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We will now consider the second variation of (47) subject to (51) around those solu-
tions to prove that these congurations are indeed local minima of the hamiltonian.
The only contribution to the second variation of (47) containing variations of a is of
the form a
a, since a = 0. Its coecient is manifestly positive denite. The other

















but this is exactly the B-I action over euclidean space considered in section 2 and 3,
where it was show that these congurations are minima of it. We thus conclude that
these congurations are minima of the Hamiltonian of the B-I action over M2  R.
We may now analyze the problem over M4  R. The conjugate momenta to Aa is
given by
a =










We proceed now to construct the Hamiltonian. It becomes dicult to invert the
time derivative of Aa in terms of 




− det (g + bL)−
p− det g (54)












a −H] d5x (56)
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we recover the B-I action.
We will show that this is the case. To do so, consider the relations











F abF cbF 0c

: (58)
After several calculations we obtain
[− det (g + bF)] [− det (g + bL)] = [det (γab + bFab)]2 : (59)
We then use this formula to replace H in (56), we also replace a by (53) we then
exactly obtain the B-I action (44) over M4 R.










cbFacp− det (g + bL) ; (61)









F ab + 1
4
b2F cdF cdF ab − b2 1γ cbF ca + b2 1γcaF cb
i
p− det (g + bL)
9=
; = 0 (62)
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which reduces, after elimination of a, to the B-I elds equations over M4 considered
in section 2. Consequently the extended self-dual congurations are solutions to the
stationary point condition for H .
We now consider the second variation of H . The terms containing a necessarily










with a positive coecient. They are then strictly positive. The others contributions











which is exactly the B-I action over euclidean space analyzed in section 2 and 3. We
then conclude that the extended self-dual congurations over M4 are local strict minima
of the hamiltonian (54) provided that 1-form connections over the same principle bundle
are considered.
6 Conclusions
We constructed a class of stable exact solutions to the non-linear Born-Infeld eld
equations. They leave invariant the set of polinomic terms in the curvature
Pm = F ^ : : : ^ F; m = 0; : : : ; n (63)
under the Hodge dual operation. In this sense they are an extension to other dimensions
of the self-duality congurations. We proved they are local minima of the Born-Infeld
action for riemannian manifolds and minima of the Hamiltonian for pseudo-riemannian
ones. The construction is obtained by explicit use of a general expression for the Born-
Infeld determinant derived in section 2.
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The extended self-dual congurations are dened for even dimensions only. As in the
case of self-dual ones they may or may not exist on a given manifold with a given metric.
They exist for any ka¨hlerian manifold. We will discuss elsewhere related congurations
which minimize the Born-Infeld action over odd dimensional space-times. We expect
the extended self-dual congurations will correspond to minima of related D-brane
actions. They certainly do correspond for the 2D-brane in D = 9 as was shown in [13].
The paper [19] appeared after we had nished our work. The D = 4 case in that
paper overlaps with our analysis, which is valid for any even dimension.
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